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\begin{abstract}
Both modelers and social scientists attempt to find better explanations of complex urban systems. They include development paths, underlying driving forces and their expected impacts. So far, land-use research has predominantly focused on urban growth. However, new challenges have arisen since urban shrinkage entered the research agenda of the social and land-use sciences. Therefore, the focus of this paper is a twofold one: Using the example of urban shrinkage, we first discuss the capacity of existing land-use modeling approaches to integrate new social science knowledge in terms of land-use, demography and governance because social science models are indispensable for accurately explaining the processes behind shrinkage. Second, we discuss the combination of system dynamics (SD), cellular automata (CA) and agent-based model (ABM) approaches to cover the main characteristics, processes and patterns of urban shrinkage. Using Leipzig, Germany, as a case study, we provide the initial results of a joint SD-CA model and an ABM that both operationalize social science knowledge regarding urban shrinkage.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

Land-use modeling has used cities as objects for a long time. The dominant understanding of cities by modelers is that of a complex system including properties such as emergence, self-organization and non-linear dynamic behavior (a.o. Schaldach et al., 2011; Berling-Wolff and Wu, 2004; Barredo et al., 2003; Ravetz, 2000). Social scientists define cities as a specific type of settlement that contains a large population, much diversity of land-use and a dense, built-up area. Their focus is on actors, in particular their socio-economic and socio-demographic features, their specific attitudes concerning housing environment and their interactions within institutions and governance structures (Storper and Manville, 2006). The interlinkages among built, social and environmental components determine both the complexity and dynamics of urban development (Kasanko et al., 2006). Both modelers and social scientists seek a better understanding of these complex systems in terms of their past and future development paths, the underlying forces that drive them and the interactions (including mutual feedback) between built environment and urban society (Noordwijk et al., 2011; Sterk et al., 2011).

Rapid urbanization and population growth currently dominate the scientific debate because they lead to significant changes in land-use and to environmental decline (Nuissl et al., 2008; Banzhaf et al., 2007; Cheng and Masser, 2003). The assessment of impacts related to urban growth, such as increases in sealed surfaces, urban sprawl, traffic congestion and residential segregation, is important and necessary, not only for understanding environmental impacts but also to support the implementation of more sustainable forms of urban development (Kazepov, 2005; Han et al., 2009). However, new challenges are arising because urban growth no longer represents cities’ exclusive development path (Turok and Mykytenko, 2007; Kabisch and Haase, 2009). Urban shrinkage is a development path that is spreading widely across the world (Oswalt and Rieniets, 2006). The process has started, for example, in Europe’s old industrial regions (Northern England, the Scottish Clyde side, Lorraine, the Rhine-Ruhr area), in large portions of European post-Socialist countries (Großmann et al., 2008; Kabisch, 2007) and in the “rust belt” in the US (Beauregard, 2009; Blanco et al., 2009). Recent shrinkage has also occurred in Japanese and South African cities (Rieniets, 2006).

Shrinkage is not a new phenomenon insofar as that it already occurred during economic crises, wars, revolutions and systemic transformations, as well as epidemic or hazard catastrophes with subsequent population losses (Rieniets, 2009). As a lasting worldwide phenomenon, shrinkage has become a challenge for urban policy and planning. Local political leaders and planning
officials find urban shrinkage difficult to manage; in many places, local leaders are simply unable to cope with it (Jessen, 2006).

Social science has made considerable progress in recent years in understanding the specific constellations of drivers and effect chains produced by shrinkage to urban systems. However, considering the dynamic societal, demographic and economic conditions at present, urban shrinkage is an under-researched process in land-use modeling. In order to discuss the future of currently shrinking cities, there is a need for more appropriate modeling approaches and more suitable indicators to grasp the causalities and spatial consequences of urban shrinkage.

Set against this background, the focus of our paper is twofold: First, we call for an interdisciplinary approach involving urban modeling and social science. Acknowledging the fact that scientists have identified the need to improve the integration of the social sciences and land-use modeling to achieve a balanced method of “leaping together” (Oxley et al., 2004; Costanza, 2003), we show a way to integrate social science knowledge into the modeling of urban shrinkage from the very beginning of the study. This approach entails the commonly employed research focus of a coupled qualitative-quantitative methodological design that includes the appropriate data as well as the critical appraisal of preliminary results. Social science knowledge provides novel and detailed information about the “real world of shrinkage” (Kabisch et al., 2006) that serves as an essential source of data for a shrinkage model.

Second, we present a concept that proposes the combination of SD, cellular automata (CA) and ABM approaches, thereby bringing together different subsets. We believe that creating specific combinations (loose or tight) of at least two of these three approaches is the best way to comprehensively simulate urban shrinkage without neglecting the achievements in urban modeling.

For application, we use a case study of Leipzig, Germany. We chose Leipzig because it is one of the few European cities that exhibit long-term shrinkage (Turok and Mykhnenko, 2007). Its population declined from a peak of 713,000 inhabitants in 1933 to 437,000 at the end of the 1990s (Doehler and Rink, 1996). In particular, the accelerated shrinkage during the 1990s, which was due to out-migration, demographic change and suburbanization, has led to an enormous vacancy rate of 20% of the total housing stock, or approximately 62,500 vacant flats in 2000 (Municipality of Leipzig, 2006). In addition, the emergence of brownfields, which arise from deindustrialization and demolitions, as a mass phenomenon in the inner city, along with the construction of new housing and commercial estates in the outskirts, has led to a “perforated” urban fabric (Couch et al., 2005; Lütke-Daldrup, 2003). Furthermore, there are several land-use models available for Leipzig (Haase et al., 2010; Laufl et al., 2012a,b; Petrov et al., 2009). Finally, the social scientists among the authors have thoroughly analyzed this case study (Rink et al., 2009). In our paper, we will draw conclusions for the Leipzig case study, as well as for our modeling solution for shrinking cities in general, by discussing the case study’s results in the context of studies of other shrinking cities across Europe.

We structure the paper as follows. In Section 2, we begin by describing the phenomenon of urban shrinkage in more detail and illustrate its impact on urban land-use in particular. In Section 3, we provide a short review of different approaches to modeling urban systems and urban land-use, with a particular focus on their integration of social sciences. In Section 4, we discuss, through the Leipzig case study, the opportunities and limits of an integrated modeling approach and its transferability to comparable urban settings. In Section 5, we provide the conclusions from our study.

2. Urban shrinkage: causes and consequences

Shrinkage has been discussed under the label of “urban decline,” meaning wider shifts in the spatial organization of urban regions (van den Berg et al., 1982; Lever, 1993; Garreau, 1991). Shrinkage has been examined through the lens of uneven economic development (Harvey, 2006) and the underlying dynamics of the territorial division of labor (Amin and Thrift, 1994; Storper, 1995), and also as a consequence of demographic change (Müller, 2004). We define urban shrinkage as a phenomenon resulting from the specific interplay of different macro-processes operating at the local level (Rink et al., 2009; Moss, 2008).1 Macro-processes encompass developments in the economic, demographic or settlement systems, environmental hazards and changes in the political or administrative system (such as the systemic changes in Eastern Europe coupled with the introduction of a market economy). The current processes determining shrinkage emerge in the form of the decline of traditional industries, a decline that induces general economic crises, unemployment and out-migration to other prospering regions. Furthermore, rampant suburbanization leads to residents abandoning the city. Both processes often rapidly cause an increase in the age of the remaining population, resulting in further demographic decline (Couch et al., 2005; Nuissl and Rink, 2005; Kabisch et al., 2008).

Population decline has impacts on business and employment, housing, social and technical infrastructure, municipal finances, social cohesion, segregation and other aspects of urban life (Oswalt and Rieniets, 2006; Großmann et al., 2008). Urban shrinkage results in a mismatched supply and demand of space and infrastructure. In this regard, urban shrinkage also leads to a reconfiguration or reshaping of urban land-use structures or patterns. On the one hand, it leads to vacancies and decreasing cohesion in the affected neighborhoods; on the other, it permits a redistribution of households according to their current housing preferences because of low housing costs in favored inner-urban locations. Clearly then, shrinkage can greatly affect the quality of urban life (Fritsche et al., 2007) and fuel both decline (and further out-migration) and resurgence (Kabisch et al., 2009).

Urban shrinkage reshapes the social settings for the actors affected: residents, planners, policy makers, entrepreneurs, and service suppliers (Haase et al., 2007; Jessen, 2006). It is difficult to steer or govern urban shrinkage because under the conditions it produces, governance arrangements risk becoming unstable and fragmented due to a high dependency on external funding, a funding-dependent restriction on initiatives and unstable coalitions among weak actors (Couch et al., unpublished). In our understanding, the process of shrinkage relates to population decline as such and not, as is widely discussed in American debates, to sharp ethnic or racial segregation.

2.1. Urban shrinkage as a challenge for land-use change

The impact of shrinkage on land-use is rather complex because it affects both urban fabric and open space in a very uneven manner. For example, many cities in the U.S. experience the so-called “doughnut effect” due to the suburbanization; whereas the city centers become “hollows,” consisting of brownfields and unused plots, the suburbs grow. In Eastern Germany, urban shrinkage has led to a “perforation” of the urban fabric wherein parts of the city face a more drastic disappearance of land uses...
(Lütke-Daldrup, 2003). In Eastern Europe, despite the emergence of brownfields as consequence of deindustrialization, we have not been able to notice major land-use changes arising from shrinkage until now.

The impacts of shrinkage on land-use can lag; for instance, it takes time until a vacant building is demolished or a new land-use is finally established. Often, we observe various kinds of interim uses, which represent the subtler processes of land-use change. Compared to growth, urban shrinkage is less predictable. The same is true for planning or governance of shrinkage because of the phenomenon's unstableness and uncertainty. Nevertheless, urban shrinkage is not only associated with losses; it also creates more living and open spaces, along with affordable land for new use and investment.

Population loss leads to a decrease in residential density and to both oversupply and underuse of urban land, namely housing stock, infrastructure and services (Haase et al., 2007). This creates problems for both public and private suppliers with respect to the underuse of building stock, primarily dense urban fabric (multi-story, old, built-up stock, prefabricated housing estates from a period of state socialism and estates constructed after 1990), lower density estates (single or detached houses), industrial buildings and storage depots. Underuse, in turn, leads to housing and commercial vacancies and to a more rapid dilapidation of unused buildings (Berner, 2009). While in some places, buildings are demolished to “balance” the housing or real estate market (Couch et al., 2005), in others they simply become unusable after a period of disuse (for eastern Germany, see Nuissl and Rink, 2005; for Pittsburgh, see Großmann, 2007). While a decreasing building stock density may lead to a “relaxation” in a densely built city, at a later stage such a decrease might, because of the vacant lots, lead to a fragmentation and even perforation of the urban space in the form of a dissolution of the street or block structure (Haase et al., 2007).

Table 1 shows a detailed overview of the drivers of, and impacts on, urban shrinkage. It provides a short explanation of the underlying processes (as gathered through in-depth interviews by the authors). The detailed characterization of the specific shrinkage processes shows that these processes are interrelated and shape the specific form or trajectory of shrinkage in a particular city (in our example, Leipzig).

Table 2 lists those land-use classes that have to be implemented in a coupled, spatially explicit model of urban shrinkage. Fig. 1 illustrates the cause-effect relationships among the variables compiled in Table 1, aggregating them into cause-effect chains of urban shrinkage. According to the authors, such complex conceptual models for urban shrinkage have yet to be developed until now. The diagram is the first step in preparing and implementing the quantitative modeling solution. As such, the diagram approximates the systemic complexity and emergence of the urban shrinkage process; that is, it incorporates feedback from the various elements of the shrinkage process. One cumulative, positive feedback loop connects ageing, changing population age and class structures and population loss. Another positive feedback loop presents ageing followed by an increase in socio-spatial fragmentation and segregation, a concentration and deconcentration of households in distinct areas (small-scale fragmentation), a demolition of the vacant stock, the ensuing formation of urban brownfields and a subsequent perforation of the housing stock (Lütke-Daldrup, 2003). These processes may foster out-migration by those who do not want to live close to dilapidated building stock or overgrown brownfields (so-called “urban wilderness” Rink, 2009).

Here, the vicious cycle of shrinkages becomes very clear. The diagram also shows the potential benefits of shrinkage such as transitory housing becoming affordable due to an oversupply of flats. There are also “dead ends” in the diagram such as the need for new planning schemes that may lead to urban shrinkage; however, insufficient empirical evidence exists to verify this loop.

The diagram in Fig. 1 explains shrinkage specifically for the sample site at Leipzig; not all of it necessarily applies to other shrinking cities, but it is largely applicable. Generally, we emphasize

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Social science explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in density</td>
<td>• Population loss leads to decrease in residential, commercial and other land-use densities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in housing and commercial vacanciesa</td>
<td>• Decreasing demand leads to supply surplus and an underuse of housing and commercial stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underuse of infrastructures</td>
<td>• Population losses and decrease in densities lead to decreasing demand and underuse of infrastructures such as schools, kinder-gartens, public transport etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase of unused urban land</td>
<td>• Higher costs through maintenance of surplus infrastructure or closure/demolition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perforation of urban structures</td>
<td>• Consequence of decreasing demand and underuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing socio-demographic structure of population</td>
<td>• Refers to built and un-built urban land, last mentioned may turn to be “new urban wilderness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage of the local labor market</td>
<td>• Demolition, abandonment and underuse lead to the dissolution of the street or block grid of a city or urban area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in socio-spatial fragmentation and residential segregation</td>
<td>• Perforated areas are characterised by a large percentage of vacant areas within an urban territory or city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in housing mobility within the city and its region</td>
<td>• Population losses and selective out-migration lead to ageing, changing household structures and a “blurred” age group distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease in municipal budget</td>
<td>• Selective out-migration leads to a “blurred” socio-economic structure of remaining inhabitants and brain drain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for new planning schemes</td>
<td>• Disadvantaged population concentrates in dilapidating areas with high housing vacancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Shrinking/resurfacing areas in close neighborhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oversupply of housing in combination with moderate housing costs leads to higher housing mobility and a greater choice for various residential groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Level of housing mobility may increase due to greater choice and moderate housing costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Opportunity for transitory housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease in tax revenues as a consequence of population losses results in many cases in rising expenses and increasing dependency on external money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Growth-oriented planning schemes must be replaced by a strategy that aims at coping with urban shrinkage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ research.

a Housing and commercial vacancies – housing and commercial stock that is inhabitable and useable, but not inhabited or used; Perforation – dissolution of the street or block grid of a city or urban area due to vacant lots and brown- or green fields that separate or divide built lands.
that comparative studies of the commonalities and differences among the trajectories of shrinking cities rarely address contemporary conditions. At present, a EU 7 FP project titled “Shrink Smart – The Governance of Shrinkage within an European Context” (5/2009–4/2012) is gathering evidence from seven European cities (see also Rink et al., 2009 and www.shrinksmart.ufz.de).

3. What urban land-use change models offer

Scholars and practitioners use urban modeling to simulate the dynamics of urban development and to obtain a better understanding of the factors that drive these dynamics. To assist urban planning, scholars have developed a range of models simulating urban land-use changes (EPA, 2000; Agarwal et al., 2002; Timmermans, 2003; Berling-Wolf and Wu, 2004; Verburg et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2005; Axhausen, 2006; Geurs and van Wee, 2004; Matthews et al., 2007; Wickramasuriy et al., 2011). These models range from generic tools to specific case studies of a variety of urban regions. The models differ largely with regard to their structures, their representations of land-use and human decision-making and their implementation.

A brief review of three different modeling approaches — SD, CA and ABM — illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of these simulation models. We chose the SD, CA and ABM approaches because they take into account causal relationships as well as the feedbacks between the impacts and driving forces within urban land-use changes. This allows us both to integrate social science dimensions and to consider urban systems in a spatially explicit fashion. We present the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. We do not consider other models, such as transport models (reviewed in Geurs and van Wee, 2004), economic models and integrated urban land-use transportation models,2 because of the specific advantages of the three aforementioned approaches.

### 3.1. System dynamics

SD is a top-down approach that many studies have applied because of its ability to include and analyze socio-economic forces in the simulation. The classical urban SD model, as described in Sanders and Sanders (2004) citing Forrester, includes three subsystems (business, housing and population) and detailed sub-models. Later, SD was used to simulate urban landscape change (Dhawan, 2006; Sterman, 2002) and to analyze land-use changes (Li and Liu, 2007), especially urban growth (He et al., 2006; Han et al., 2009). SD typically consists of stocks and flows, including interdependencies, non-linear responses, irreversible changes, long lag times and interactions of local systems (Theobald and Gross, 1994). SD can include changing behavior patterns in complex, dynamic systems and can therefore handle large stocks of temporal data. The model describes the behavior of a complex system, such as an urban landscape, using differential equations. Through its capacity to include feedback loops, functional relationships can change dynamically during the simulation. Therefore, SD is up to the challenge of simulating household-related residential demands under urban shrinkage conditions; when socio-demographic structures change, SD is able to simulate how much land or housing is required or becomes vacant in the city and in neighboring suburban areas.

However, SD does not reveal the spatial pattern of land-use changes, meaning that it does not incorporate spatial variables that influence and drive urban land-use change. Thus, in the case of shrinking cities, the allocation of urban brownfields or vacant housing cannot be shown in a spatially explicit way. A few models already incorporate at least some elements of urban shrinkage, such as demographic decline and its impact on residential land development, as single variables and processes, but they do so only to a limited extent (Lauf et al., 2012a,b; Haghani et al., 2003a,b; Eppink et al., 2004; Sanders and Sanders, 2004).

Finally, through different “what-if” scenarios, SD models can predict changes in complex systems. This capacity is useful in the process of recommending and examining policy decisions (Han et al., 2009), which are of high importance in shrinking cities (e.g., when counteracting the decline of the labor market).

### 3.2. Cellular automata

CA gained popularity in land-use modeling because they offer a technique suitable to the simulation of complex systems emerging within a spatial environment. Such methods are strongly consistent with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and enable us to model land-use changes (Clarke and Gaydos, 1998; White and Engelen, 2000), especially spatial urban growth and urban sprawl (Batty and Xie, 1994; Couclelis, 1997; Batty et al., 1999; Sui and Zeng, 2001; Van Vliet et al., 2009; Petrov et al., 2009). More recently, scholars have applied constrained CA models to support land-use planning and policy analysis (e.g., Itami, 1994; Sui and Zeng, 2001; Geertman and Stillwell, 2004; Delden et al., 2008) and to develop future scenarios (Barredo et al., 2003). In particular, scholars have used modified standard CA modeling tools for urban process simulation (Sui and Zeng, 2001; Barredo et al., 2003). The main characteristic of process-based CA (the bottom-up approach) is that it consists of a grid of cells exhibiting complex global behavior that emerges from simple, local rules describing how each cell changes in response to its neighbors during a discrete time step (Couclelis, 1985; Fang et al., 2005).

The CA approach can be easily implemented using remote sensing and GIS data (Han et al., 2009; Schnase et al., 2003), and thus, modelers often use it because it provides a way to model and express both spatial and temporal variations. In the case of urban

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land use class</th>
<th>Process/State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense urban fabric</td>
<td>Infill, fall vacant, demolish, create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-density urban fabric</td>
<td>Single houses, Detached houses, Villas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>Industrial buildings, Storage depots, Garages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownfields</td>
<td>Parks, Lawns, Forests, Arable land, Sport, leisure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban green</td>
<td>Kindergarten, schools, Homes for the aged, Develop, close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social infrastructure</td>
<td>Electricity supply, Water supply, Railway, Tram, Roads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Such models are, e.g., MEPLAN (Abraham, 1998) and TRANUS (De la Barra, 1989). They have been applied as market-based urban models that use zones and networks.
shrinking, CA is able to show these variations in the urban area, e.g., developing residential and commercial vacancy or perforation over time. In addition, neighborhood perceptions and accessibility can be simulated because they are particularly observable in shrinking areas.

However, the CA approach is limited because scientists cannot drastically modify rules during the simulation (Theobald and Gross, 1994). This approach also fails to capture interactions between socio-economic factors (e.g., decline of the labor market and subsequent population decline) and doesn’t include local and regional interactions between two or more urban areas. Finally, the CA approach does not incorporate individual or household decision-making (e.g., residential decisions driven by urban decline or rising prices) as feedback (Haase et al., 2010; Li and Liu, 2007). This approach also fails to capture interactions between both human and land-use systems by deconcentrating economic activities, especially shrinkage, is still in its initial stages, particularly because of the missing empirical foundation for translating actors’ complex behavior into rules for the model (Li and Liu, 2007). A first approach to simulating resident agent behavior for an entire city, RESMOBcity, was successful and exemplified the residential mobility of households in Leipzig (Haase et al., 2010). We will refer to the RESMOBcity model when we discuss the model development later in this paper (Section 4).

In conclusion, each modeling approach reviewed in Section 3 offers specific strengths and weaknesses for modeling shrinkage. Consequently, the strategy of combining components of SD, CA and ABM, which includes a strong linkage to social science expertise, appears the most promising (cf. also a review by Haase and Schwarz, 2009). Table 3 summarizes the features of urban shrinkage and the proposed modeling approaches to be combined. It shows that all three models are appropriate for simulating specific aspects of shrinkage and highlights the relative advantages and constraints of each model type.

3.3. Agent-based models

Many scholars in the social sciences use ABM to simulate individual decision-making (Epstein, 1999), as well as for land-use modeling (Waddell, 2002; Parker et al., 2003; Lagabrielle et al., 2010). ABM techniques are suitable for simulating social processes such as residential development involving several agents, that shape an urban society (Li and Liu, 2007; Ligtenberg et al., 2008; Haase et al., 2010; Le et al., 2012). ABM models the interactions between both human and land-use systems by defining different decision-making agents (modeling units and behavior models). Agents can have different properties and strategies, and they can interact with other agents and with their environment (Bonabeau, 2002; Sawyer, 2003). In terms of shrinkage, agents can determine out-migration and vacancies through individual preferences and decision-making. Moreover, the new planning and governance structures that develop in shrinking cities represent collective decision-making processes. So far, scholars have developed spatially implicit and explicit approaches using different modeling environments such as Repast, NetLogo or Swarm (Matthews et al., 2007; Valbuena et al., 2008; Verburg, 2006; Fontaine and Rounsevell, 2009).

However, the use of the ABM approach to modeling urban processes, especially shrinkage, requires detailed attention because of the missing empirical foundation for translating actors’ complex behavior into rules for the model (Li and Liu, 2007). A first approach to simulating resident agent behavior for an entire city, RESMOBcity, was successful and exemplified the residential mobility of households in Leipzig (Haase et al., 2010). We will refer to the RESMOBcity model when we discuss the model development later in this paper (Section 4).

In conclusion, each modeling approach reviewed in Section 3 offers specific strengths and weaknesses for modeling shrinkage. Consequently, the strategy of combining components of SD, CA and ABM, which includes a strong linkage to social science expertise, appears the most promising (cf. also a review by Haase and Schwarz, 2009). Table 3 summarizes the features of urban shrinkage and the proposed modeling approaches to be combined. It shows that all three models are appropriate for simulating specific aspects of shrinkage and highlights the relative advantages and constraints of each model type.

4. Integration of approaches to modeling urban shrinkage

4.1. A shrinkage model “ingredients”

As discussed in Section 2, urban shrinkage causes new challenges for the simulation of urban land-use change because most of the existing models were developed to study urban growth (Schwarz et al., 2010). Urban shrinkage requires detailed attention...
to how population decline becomes the driving force of land-use change (this is necessary for modeling growth as well). Additionally, models must include de-densification, land-use perforation, the simultaneity of underuse and abandonment as well as new land consumption, a process that often occurs in shrinking cities and that represents an extremely unsustainable pathway for resource use (Rink et al., 2009). Moreover, models must incorporate the specific housing allocation behavior of households in shrinking cities, be it a higher residential mobility stemming from the surplus supply of housing or in/out-migration related to dilapidation and decay in certain areas of the city (Haase et al., 2010).

Using new social science knowledge (such as that presented in Section 2 and conceptualized in Fig. 1), modelers must specify newly defined feedback loops between supply and demand for residential and commercial areas and related housing preferences and prices (including the impact of vacancies). Models have to allocate the impact of housing and commercial vacancies, underused urban patches and brownfields into CA or agents' preference profiles (ABM). Furthermore, simulation models covering urban shrinkage must integrate socioeconomic variables, such as the underuse of infrastructure (transport, educational and social facilities), the dropping of flat, house and land prices on the rental market, the decline of the labor market and a decrease in municipal budgets and tax revenues related to population and labor facility loss (Rink et al., 2009). On the governing side, empirical studies have uncovered evidence that urban shrinkage leads to new planning schemes, governance structures and hierarchies of collective decision-making (Bernt, 2009; Jessen, 2006); this needs to be incorporated as well.

4.2. A procedure for an integrated model

As argued in Section 3, there are different model types suitable for representing different features of urban shrinkage listed in Table 1.

First, the SD approach can compute the population dynamics of a large number of persons and households (forming large stocks) and thus can capture age class specific population decline in a manageable way (cf. the proposed integration procedure in Fig. 2). Using a stock and flow model, we can create a number of differently composed household types with different properties and demands on the housing space. The fast processing of non-spatial SD models permits us to profile housing demand stocks in a shrinking city with respect to demographic change (Lauf et al., 2012a,b).

Second, the SD model approach can serve as the macro-model input for a CA micro-model that spatially represents the shrinking city in the form of a cellular grid of land uses. The CA micro-model translates the household housing demand into the residential space, using the outputs of the SD model about housing allocation behavior of households or ABM agents' preference profiles and thus can capture individual decision-making processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features of urban shrinkage</th>
<th>Modelling approach</th>
<th>Data availability</th>
<th>Spatial resolution of data</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population loss</td>
<td>SD^a</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Local Municipal Districts</td>
<td>Large stocks which create demands on space but whose dynamics can be modelled neglecting the space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-demographic structure</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Local Municipal Districts</td>
<td>Fast processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households and forms of cohabitation</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Local Municipal Districts</td>
<td>Many existing numeric models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing demand</td>
<td>SD^a or ABM^c</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Aggregated value at city level</td>
<td>Creation of stocks and flows of land demand for a population (eg households)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segregation</td>
<td>ABM^c</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Remote sensing data, biotope maps, Google, ATKIS^c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban structures: housing</td>
<td>C^c</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Local Municipal Districts</td>
<td>Captures individual decision-making processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stock, commercial land</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Properties of the space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential and commercial</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>Estimates by city government and housing companies</td>
<td>Neighborhood relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacancy</td>
<td>No time restriction</td>
<td>Derived value from land-use</td>
<td>Accessibility dependencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perforation</td>
<td>No time restriction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Density as property of space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underuse of infrastructure</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Database of municipal water, energy and transport supply</td>
<td>Cumulative stocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decline of the labor market</td>
<td>SD^a</td>
<td>Local Municipal Districts</td>
<td>Fast processing necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decline of tax revenues</td>
<td>SD^a</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Aggregated value at city level</td>
<td>Many existing statistical and econometric models as knowledge base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease of municipal budget</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Aggregated value at city level</td>
<td>Captures individual and collective decision-making processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for new planning schemes and governance structures</td>
<td>ABM^c</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Aggregated value at city level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>Both local municipal districts and aggregated at city level</td>
<td>Need for comprehensive “agent profiles” to depict cases such as the prisoner’s dilemma or collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a System dynamics.
^b Cellular automata.
^c Agent-based model.

Table 3
Features of urban shrinkage and respective suitable modelling approaches.
to manage the response of these “driving forces,” we must add an ABM approach. In this framework, different urban actors such as residents, planners, and developers “negotiate” new land-use patterns, space suitability and zoning in the shrinking city. Different individual and collective decision-making processes gleaned from qualitative social science research and interviews with decision-makers might run in one time step of the SD and CA model (normally 1 year). Agents decide upon the status of different cells and therefore create arrays of land-use change in $t_{n-1}$. This process (similar to the outputs of the SD model) provides input for the CA, which computes a new land-use pattern for $t_n$. The spatial CA land-use model provides the “ground” on which the urban agents act. Social science work delivers extensive material to describe agents, particularly the role of housing and finance companies and forms of governance in shrinking cities (Rink et al., 2009).

An ABM built for Leipzig (RESMOBcity; Haase et al., 2010) provides an initial understanding of the behavior-driven reorganization of residential vacancies in a shrinking city.

Finally, a generic, multi-ABM land that the EU-project PLUREL (Schwarz et al., in press; www.plurel.net) developed provides a framework for how urban planners, businesses, developers, municipal infrastructure and service providers, private landowners and lobbyists might interact. Based on a series of interviews carried out in the EU-projects PLUREL and Shrink Smart, we can characterize the roles of different stakeholders involved in urban shrinkage. By describing those roles using the ABM approach, we are able to deal with the diversity of the stakeholders involved. Still, the empirical knowledge of Shrink Smart needs to be implemented into the ABM land.

4.3. Advantages and challenges of such an integrated model

To create a more comprehensive method combining the advantages of the modeling approaches discussed so far, we call for an integrated modeling approach consisting of at least two of the three models: SD, CA and ABM. The integrated approach fits better because shrinkage is a complex process that includes interlinked, heterogeneous features and patterns. This approach integrates SD to compute the population dynamics of a large number of persons and to create indicators of housing demand (forming stocks) for the shrinking population and new household compositions. This approach also uses CA to make the stocks and flows of population and household demands spatially explicit and an ABM to incorporate the decision-making of various urban stakeholders and governance structures. We use the SD technique to compute quickly large stocks of space demand. We use the ABM approach to incorporate complex and individual decision-making regarding space. The results of both SD and ABM approaches feed an “advanced” CA — the shrinking city — that simulates land-use change under conditions of urban shrinkage. We propose a loose coupling (input–output), which avoids problems in spatial unit (geometric) coupling and utilizes the advantages of fast SD model processing for population growth and the CA’s spatial representation for land-use allocation.

As a “proof of concept,” we proceed to present a first attempt at a combined SD-CA model approach along with the results of an ABM for Leipzig to illustrate the relevance and complementarity of all three approaches for the simulation of urban shrinkage.

4.4. First steps towards an integrated model: coupling SD and CA for a shrinking city

As shown in Fig. 2, an initial implementation of one part of the conceptual model demonstrates the potential of the proposed integrated approach. Using the shrinking city of Leipzig, we couple a SD population and household preference model incorporating population loss, ageing and household living preferences (leading, as argued in Fig. 1, to spatial segregation) with a CA model. The functions of the SD model, as well as its outputs, are incorporated into the log-file of the CA model (see a similar approach for Berlin in Lauf et al., 2012a,b). The log-file represents the macro-model in the Metronica CA (Delden et al., 2005), which we used. The replacement of the original macro-model with our SD model determines that land-use allocation and transition potential are both modified and qualified by the “knowledge” of the SD model (cf. again Fig. 2). For example, whereas the original macro-model distributes new residential land-use cells/pixels according to population increase, our SD macro-model specifies population development in terms of which household types increase or decrease and which residential land-use types (cell states) they prefer. Thus, we can identify a household-driven increase or decrease of demand on new residential cells or vacant ones, which become brownfields in the next time step.

To show the benefits of replacing the original macro-model with our SD model, we utilize a null model, which uses the original macro-model and statistical data to determine trends in population, jobs and respective cells/pixels of urban land. By contrast, the coupled model uses the results of the SD model as a macro-model for the CA (see Figs. 3 and 4).

For the application phase, we used a merged dataset, including Corine land cover data (100 × 100 m) and cadastral data (1:25,000), to achieve the best representation of the urban land-use structure of Leipzig. The final CA model has a cell size of 50 × 50 m. We performed the calibration with a data time series of 1990, 1997 and 2000. We ran the model calibration from 1990 to 2000. A land-use map of 2003 was used for validation and quality assessment. For quality assessment, we chose the well-established and often used Kappa, k-Loc, k-Histo and Fuzzy kappa values (a.o. Van Vliet et al., 2009; Barredo et al., 2003). The quality assessment is given for the following land-use classes: “dense urban fabric”, “low-density urban fabric”, “commercial land”, and “brownfields”. We compared the observed data from 2003 to (1) the null model and (2) the coupled SD-CA model (Table 4). Table 4 shows that the coupled SD-CA model consistently reports higher values for all coefficients. Consequently, when we
compared the Fuzzy kappa values (which express the fuzziness of the correspondence in the land-use categories between the model’s result and the reference data; Barredo et al., 2003) of the coupled model with those of the null model, the values of the coupled model were higher. This means that the coupled SD-CA model performs better than the null model with regard to the observed data.

Table 5 presents the first results of the land-use simulation to the year 2025 using both the null and the coupled SD-CA. As the SD model results determine the initial cell states of the CA, both models differ in terms of their initial data. Whereas the null model overestimates the initial data for “dense urban fabric” by almost 8% compared to the observed data in 2000, the coupled model starts with less than a 2% deviation from the observed data (land-use map of 2003). The same is true for the land-use class “lower density fabric”. Whereas the null model overestimates the number of cells by about 5%, the coupled model starts with values with almost no deviation from our findings in the observed land-use map of 2003.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the simulation results. When we first compare the final simulation maps of 2025 for Leipzig, we find clear differences in both the amount and the allocation of the “dense” and “low-density” urban fabric. The same is true for brownfields. Whereas the null model shows a comparatively homogeneous pattern of dense and low-density urban fabric, the coupled model reports a vast and heterogeneous expansion of brownfields within the dense urban fabric. This finding is in accordance with observations of an increasingly perforated land-use development in Leipzig since the year 2000. The vacant plots emerge due to house abandonment within the residential, industrial and commercial areas. These then become brownfields in the majority of cases (Lorance Rall and Haase, 2011). The research reported in Section 2 made clear that there are many reasons why houses might lose inhabitants and become vacant. Thus, the high degree of heterogeneity of residential brownfields emerging in the coupled SD-CA model gives a good representation of a) the heterogeneity of the land-use perforation and b) the related uncertainty of where exactly such perforation happens. Furthermore, as shown in the coupled model, we observe stagnation in the growth of low-density urban fabric. Overall, the spatial expansion of both land-use types, dense and low-density urban fabric, remains stable since the starting year of the simulation, 2001. This is also in accordance with field observations. Thus in spatial terms, our coupled SD-CA model better represents the effects of shrinkage on land-use in the sample city.

Fig. 4 compares the results of the null model and the loosely coupled SD-CA approach for dense urban fabric, low-density urban

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land use class</th>
<th>Null model</th>
<th>SD-CA model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>k-Loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense urban fabric</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-density urban fabric</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownfields</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Relative change (%) of the results of the null model and the coupled SD-CA approach for four land-use classes, shown the end year of the simulation 2025 compared to the start year of the simulation 2001.

Fig. 3. Map comparisons of the 2025 simulation results for the city of Leipzig, the null model (above) and the coupled SD-CA model (below). Main geographic benchmarks of Leipzig are given for better readability of the map.
For both the null model and the coupled model, the figure displays the relative change in the values of the total number of simulated cells in 2025 with reference to 2001, the initial year of the simulation. The null model shows growth in almost all residential and industrial land uses due to the initial values of the calibration phase. In that phase, surface land uses increased regardless of population decline. However, this result is only the product of the constant downsizing of households among Leipzig’s residential population and a growing number of small households (especially one-person households). This growth potential of households is limited; the “untrained” CA cannot simulate this limitation properly. Moreover, the null model does not account for the limited growth potential of households.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land-Use Class</th>
<th>Null Model (%)</th>
<th>Coupled SD-CA Model (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense urban fabric</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-density urban fabric</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownfields</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5.** Probability of the spatial distribution of young single households and retired cohabitation households in Leipzig for the two time steps of 1990 and 2020 under conditions of population decline (Haase et al., 2010; modified).
not “create” residential vacancies because it does not reflect housing decisions based on existing preferences and constraints. In contrast, the coupled model shows much more realistic developments in land use regarding settlement and industrial land-use classes. This more realistic result stems from several factors. The first is the inclusion of household development under conditions of demographic change. The second is the inclusion of housing preferences and constraints on different household types. The third is the attempt to relate all these factors to existing residential classes and, consequently, to create vacant cells that we interpret as initial brownfields.

4.5. First results of an ABM for a shrinking city

Haase et al. (2010) presented results of an ABM on residential mobility and vacancies for Leipzig. The RESMOBCity model also focuses on urban shrinkage, but from the residents’ individual perspectives. Its results show the emergent properties of the complex household migration behavior of a large city under population decline. We highlight one of the central results of RESMOBCity for this paper to illustrate that model’s potential to simulate aspects of urban shrinkage (see Section 2) and to fit its results with those of our SD-CA model. These results are also complementary in terms of what they explain. The spatial household distribution patterns simulated by RESMOBCity are in large part the result of spatial interactions between the agents (“like my neighbor”), but they also, to a limited extent, arise from factors such as distance or accessibility to social or transportation infrastructure. The functional relationship between the age structure of a population and the distribution of its households is defined by a matrix which maps the total population with n age classes to m household types. Questionnaire surveys conducted in Leipzig in several municipal local districts were used to determine the age class proportions for each of the household types. The entire procedure development of the household typification and migration behavior across the city is comprehensively described in Haase et al. (2010) and serves in this paper rather as an example which type of ABM should/will complete the coupled SD-CA model in the future.

Fig. 5 provides a representation of the spatial change in the probability of the concentration of different household types, such as young, single or retired cohabitation households, in Leipzig for a 30-year period (1990–2020). Rather than being spread throughout the city, as they were in 1990, young singles in 2020 will primarily reside in old, but architecturally valuable, built-up districts in the inner city. This finding is in accordance with the latest federal statistics for German cities (BMVBS, 2010; Kabisch et al., 2009), and with a simultaneous decrease in young singles residing in the 1920–1930s, 1960s and GDR-era prefabricated housing estates. The model predicts a concentration of young people in the inner city, most likely because that area is close to the city center and provides better access to public transportation, labor and other socio-cultural facilities that, in turn, are supported by this influx of young people (positive feedback). By comparison, retired cohabitations will reside in the 1920–1930s, 1960s or GDR-era prefabricated housing estates because for them, lower rents and housing costs are more important than high accessibility values. The center-directed move of the younger households reinforces this process. Compared to the SD-CA model, which simulates suburban growth and inner-urban vacancies, RESMOBCity simulates an increasing segregation of the different household types in Leipzig and provides “extra” explanatory value. The ABM cannot simulate future real estate or land-use patterns, except for vacancies and vacant estates, by itself. Here, the coupled SD-CA model delivers better explicit spatial results.

5. Conclusions

This study presents an integrated approach on two levels: the combination of different modeling techniques and the inclusion of social science knowledge into modeling. First, we introduced a loosely coupled SD-CA model and an ABM in the case study of Leipzig to simulate urban shrinkage and its impacts on land-use change. In our opinion, the advantages and disadvantages of the three modeling approaches and their potential for complementary application are apparent. Generally, no single modeling approach satisfactorily answers the question of how the socio-spatial dynamics of land-use develop in a shrinking city. A combined approach, at the very least, can demonstrate the strengths of several land-use models for cases of urban shrinkage. As a result, the scope of the findings becomes wider and forms a broader foundation for debate. Moreover, the integration of different modeling approaches invites movement between different thought patterns. In the end, synergy and complementarity are the prime benefits. Further research must prioritize addressing feedback loops in models of urban shrinkage (SD) and of agent behavior (ABM).

Second, the inclusion of new social science knowledge of the demographic, socio-economic, housing, and governance aspects of urban shrinkage enables comprehensive and detailed information for modeling a widespread but scientifically neglected urban phenomenon. Although our approach is not as of yet participatory (although it can be further developed in this manner), the study already benefits from the interdisciplinary collaboration of modelers and social scientists from the very beginning of the research process. We believe that modelers and social scientists can learn from one another as they integrate different working approaches and disciplinary knowledge. For example, social scientists learn about modeling “their” issues insofar as we can translate complex social processes into clear modeling rules. Modelers learn that modeling a complex urban phenomenon such as shrinkage requires additional empirical and agent- and household-related knowledge to simulate and explain the process.

Using the case study of Leipzig, we demonstrated the specifics of shrinkage by using the following indicators: population decline, change in household structure due to demand side-friendly housing costs, proximity of growing and declining neighborhoods, decline in land-use density through the expansion of brownfields and emergence of unintended green spaces, and the concomitant new consumption of land.

Leipzig represents a meaningful example of a shrinking city because expertise from other shrinking cities across Europe show that many of the processes we claimed to be specific to Leipzig’s land–use change also apply to those cities, e.g., Liverpool (UK), cities of the Upper Silesian conurbation and Łódź (Poland), Ostrava (Czech Republic), Genoa (Italy). Leipzig also shows that there are opposing land-use developments in shrinking cities on different spatial levels (e.g., underuse of land vs. new land consumption, spreading perforation). This opposing land-use in shrinking cities leads to new debates over assessing long-term sustainability, an issue that demands collaborative work by modelers and social scientists in the future, as well as assessing the practical applicability of related findings in urban planning. In this paper, we presented an approach that uses stakeholder knowledge but is not yet consultative.

Further research should pay more attention to discover both the problems and benefits of shrinkage in terms of land use, sustainable resource use and quality of life. Concerning simulation and modeling, there is a need for a simpler application of the modeling approach. Finally, the benefits of this approach for scientists, who are not experts in modeling, and decision-makers in urban planning have to be more obvious.
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